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Robotics for use in industrial automation 
is a big area, one we have covered 
comprehensively for these 12 in-house 
classifiers. 

All of which are for use in industrial (and 
not domestic) settings. 

Covering ‘human controlled’ to ‘machine 
learning’ powered robotics. 

From stationary production line robots, to 
mobile robotics and the motors and 
navigational systems that run them. 

For specific scopes on each or all, please 
get in touch…



SIZE| So in which technology areas have most
patent families been filed?

SIZE – Number of Active Families, By Technology

How many active (pending & granted) families are there across all 
the different technology areas in your report?

Which is the busiest area and how do they compare?

There is a large gulf between the most filed in technology (end of 
arm tooling) vs. the more modern concept of machine learning 
robots. 

Does your portfolio reflect this? If not are you content with your lack 
of strength in congested areas? Is it worth comparing with trends to 
see if people are sticking to this split?

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/15708/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/d34ee/g/selected/d/cIjAE


SIZE| So which organisations own the most 
patents in the tech space?

SIZE – Number of Active Families, By Organisation

How many accumulative active families do my competitors own 
across these technology areas?

Who are the biggest players and how do I stack up?

Is this what you expected to see? Is your position higher or lower 
than expected? Does this fit in with your overall strategy?

If you are way ahead of your direct competitors is this a sign of 
overstocking. E.g Fanuc? 

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/590a4/g/U3oWO/d/s7twA
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/a1104/g/selected/d/s7twA


SIZE| So how are organisations portfolios
split across technologies?

SIZE – Number of Active Families, By Organisation & Technology  

How are my competitors portfolios split across the different 
technology areas?

Do your competitors combinations make sense?

If not does this show you that they are perhaps moving in a new 
direction?

Are you competitive across all the key technology areas to your 
business?

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/f622d/g/U3oWO/d/P11hY
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/de189/g/selected/d/P11hY
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/d954a/g/selected/d/P11hY


ACTIVITY| So when did my competitors first file 
In these areas?

ACTIVITY – Entrance Year, By Organisation & Technology

When did my competitors first file in each technology area?

Were they an early or a late adopter to this field?

If in the size charts some of your competitors were lower than 
expected this may go some way to explaining why. 

They may have only just entered this space so still need to be 
closely monitored in terms of activity in this area.

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/344e4/g/selected/d/u6QKm


TRENDS| So who are the biggest owners and are
their portfolios’ growing or shrinking?

TRENDS – Active Size Growth, By Organisation

Who are the biggest players across the cumulative technology 
areas in my report?

Has their portfolio got bigger or smaller in the last decade, and by 
how much?

We can see here that the vast majority of the biggest players have 
lost ground in their market share despite still filing more and more. 

This shows there are more and more new entrants and filings from 
the smaller players

Are you keeping apace with these booming tech areas?

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/05c5e/g/selected/d/KxiMT


TRENDS| So how are your competitors 
portfolios’ changing year on year?

TRENDS – Active families, By Organisation & Year 

When did my competitors slow down or speed up their filing?

Are they on an upward on downward curve at the moment?

Where are they rapidly increasing filings and why?

In addition to the insight from the previous slide, we can now check 
our immediate cohort and make sure we aren’t falling behind 
overall or in any especially key areas.

For example Yaskawa may be concerned that they have gone from 
1st to 4th in the space of 6 years. 

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/590a4/g/selected/d/Y5Jcg
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/e5179/g/selected/d/Y5Jcg


GEOGRAPHY| So where are your competitors 
filing?

Active families, by region and organisation

In what regions are my competitors filing?

In what areas are they over and under stocked?

Size charts and trends are all well and good, but potentially 
misleading without this crucial geographic data. 

Your competitors could be really well stocked in certain 
technologies, or increasing their filings dramatically, but both could 
be in geographies that aren’t relevant to your own strategy.

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/64e2c/g/selected/d/tKFXI
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/85d50/g/selected/d/tKFXI


PVIX| So what is the quality / quantity of my 
competitors portfolios 

PVIX – Average PVIX, By Organisation & Size

How well balanced are my competitors’ portfolios?

Which competitors have large numbers and high quality in across 
these areas and which have the opposite?

Ideally you’d want to find yourself close to the centre of this chart 
with a well balanced portfolio, unless like Fanuc you had a large 
(but in this case) decreasing market share. 

Outstripping competitors in sheer filings is certainly one strategy 
but it is good when they are also of good quality. PVIX is a great way 
to quickly assess this. 

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/9f5b4/g/selected/d/cDCBY


DISPUTES| So which technologies and which 
competitors are most litigious?

DISPUTES – Litigated Families, By Organisation & Technology

Across which technologies are there the most assertions?

Which of my competitors are most litigious?

This chart can quickly show you potential threats. If your 
immediate competitors own a lot in the same areas as you and are 
also extremely litigious, the chances are you are on their radar. 

Combine this chart with portfolio size to see these signs. 

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/85d50/g/selected/d/GYQdR


STATS| So how long is it taking your
competitors to get grants? 

STATS – Average Time To Grant, By Organisation & Technology

Which areas are my competitors committed to their filings?

Which technology areas take longer to file in usually?

This chart informs us how much time and money your competitors 
are willing to part with in order to boost filings in each technology. 

Which informs us that they are committed to this particular area 
and that it forms an important part of their strategy and portfolio. 

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/590a4/g/selected/d/RQyq9
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/b5154/g/selected/d/RQyq9


AGE| So how long are your competitors keeping 
their patents?

AGE – Historical expiry age per family, by organisation

Are my competitors renewing their families for as long as they can 
or letting them expire?

Why are they letting them expire?

Conversely to the previous slide, if we can see that our competitors 
are willing to let their families expire early,  then this certainly 
warrants further investigation. 

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app31.cipher.ai/report/98a5d6cf2f/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/27bcf/g/selected/d/oSwRE


COST| How much are your competitors investing
in their portfolios?

COST – Average cost per family, by organisation

How much (on average) are my competitors spending on their 
family filings? 

Who is spending the most and the least from my cohort and why 
the discrepancy?

To further augment your understanding of your competitors 
commitment to certain areas, we have the raw cost data. Thich will 
take into account the different geographies, the time taken to grant 
and all renewal costs

Click here to access this Cipher chart

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/c57e7/g/selected/d/nijyn
https://app31.cipher.ai/report/a887cf3829/g/selected/d/cIjAE
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/590a4/g/selected/d/nijyn


Cipher Help Centre information and useful links

• How to create a Cipher Chart set

• How to interpret Cipher Datasets

• Data Sources

• Cipher Cost Data

Cipher Report:
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/12568

Prepared by:
Laura Smith, Customer Experience Lead, 
laura.smith@cipher.ai

Patrick Curry, Customer Experience Manager, 
Patrick.curry@cipher.ai

www.cipher.ai

https://support.cipher.ai/en/articles/5306703-creating-a-favourite-set-of-charts-and-other-custom-views
https://support.cipher.ai/en/collections/2984294-cipher-datasets-charts
https://support.cipher.ai/en/articles/2329857-data-sources
https://support.cipher.ai/en/articles/2741040-how-cipher-cost-data-is-calculated
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/12568
mailto:laura.smith@cipher.ai
mailto:Patrick.curry@cipher.ai



